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Key Dates and Curriculum Summary 

Key Dates 
 

Year 8 Options Evening is: 
 
Tuesday 22 January 2019 - 5:30—7:30pm 

Presentation will take place at 5:45pm 
 

Year 8 Options Choices to be submitted to 
school by 
 

If you have any questions please contact 
the Middle School Administrator, Mrs Alex  

Callighan who will direct your question to the 
relevant member of staff or contact your 
child’s tutor. 

 
 

Pupils in Year 9 at Kings Priory School  
embark on three-year GCSE studies.  

 
Most pupils follow a broad curriculum 
known as the English Baccalaureate 

(EBacc). This is a range of subjects with the 
core subjects of English, Mathematics and  

Science supplemented by a language and a  
humanity. The EBacc is not a standalone  

qualification, rather a suite of qualifications 
which aims to provide a core academic  
qualification that best equips a pupil for  

progression to further study and work.  
Nationally, there is an expectation that  

eventually 90% of pupils will follow an EBacc  
curriculum. For most pupils at Kings Priory 
School the EBacc curriculum is appropriate 

and highly recommended.  
 

Therefore, Year 8 

pupils now have two pathways for their GCSE 
options with both an EBacc and non-EBacc 

route possible. 
 

Entry into Year 12 at Kings Priory School will 
not depend on which GCSE route pupils 
follow, in other words both EBacc and  

non-EBacc route pupils wil l  be accepted 
in Sixth Form as long as their achieve the 

required GCSE entry grade(s) in the subject 
they have selected for A Level study. It is 
worth noting that some universit ies and 

col leges require a language pass (likely 
to be level 5 or above) at GCSE for 

some courses, although not all. Employers 
can also look favourably at a good language 
pass at GCSE level. 
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Subject Choices 
 

For all pupils (whether following an EBacc 
route or not) there are some core subjects 

that all pupils have to study as part of the 
National Curriculum. These are: 

 

English Language 

English Literature 

Maths 

Science 

 
Additionally as part of the core curriculum, 

all pupils must follow a programme of  
religious studies; Personal, Social, Health 
and Economic education (PHSE); careers 

and citizenship. All pupils must follow a 
programme of core PE too. 

 
All pupils are to make four choices in 
addition to the core subjects listed above. 

We remain committed to offering four 
subjects as a choice, despite many 

schools reducing that choice to three.  
 

The option forms are to be found on pages 8 
and 9 of this information pack. This should 
be completed by Friday 1 February 2019 

at the latest and returned to your child’s 
form tutor or directly to the administration 

team. It is also acceptable to submit the 
form to a member of the leadership team on 
the night of Year 8 Options Evening on  

Tuesday 22 January 2019. 
 

Please note that there is a limited  
number of rooms, equipment and 
teachers for some subjects. It may 

not be possible for every pupil to do 
every subject they have selected, but 

we will endeavour to make this 
possible. Also, please note that all 
courses are offered subject to viable 

numbers of pupils selecting the  
subject. Our blocks are built after 

the pupil selections to try and  
maximise the amount of pupils that 
can take their chosen subjects. If 

pupil numbers are very low, the 

course may not run. There may also be 

slight alterations to the course outlines 
in this booklet. 

Curriculum Summary 
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NAME __________________________  

Pupils following the EBacc route must 

choose: 

 Either Geography or History 

 A Modern Foreign Language 

Two additional subjects (this can be can  

include a second language and/ or a second 

humanity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FORM __________________________________________________________________________________________________  

EBacc Route Option Form 

Humanities Choice 

Geography  

History  

MFL Choice 

French  

German  

Spanish  

Additional Subject Choices 

Art and Design  

Business Studies  

Computer Science  

Design Technology  

French  

German  

History  

iMedia  

Music  

Philosophy and Ethics  

Spanish  

Sports Studies  
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NAME_________________________________  FORM ______________________ 

Pupils following the Non-EBacc route must choose: 

 Either Geography or History or Computer Science or a Modern Foreign 

Language 

 Three additional subjects (this can include a second language and/or a sec-

ond humanity) 

 
 

 
 

 
 
A

Non-EBacc Route Option Form 

Computer Science  German  

French  History  

Geography  Spanish  

Additional Subject Choices 

Art and Design  

Business Studies  

Computer Science  

Design Technology  

French  

German  

History  

iMedia  

Music  

Philosophy and Ethics  

Spanish  

Sports Studies  
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In Year 9, pupils follow a course which is 
designed to introduce them to and help 

them to develop the necessary skills and 
attributes they will require when they 
embark on their GCSE English Language 

and Literature courses in Year 10. Pupils 
will study a range of poetry, prose and 

drama as well as refining their written 
and verbal communication skills. 
 

Pup i ls  in  Year  10 fo l low the  OCR 
accredited specifications for English 

Language and English Literature. These 
a re  l inear  qua l i f i ca t ions  w i th  no  
coursework element. The course is taught 

in a combined way so that pupils can 
develop their reading, writ ing and 

s peak i ng  s k i l l s  wh i l s t  s t u dy i n g  
examination selections for both Language 

and Literature. 
 

There are two examinations which are 
each other 50% each of the final grade. 
 

In Section A, pupils read and compare two 
pieces of non-fiction text: one from the 19th 
century and one from the 20th OR 21st  

century. 
 

In Section B, pupils write one non-fiction 
text which will be linked to the ideas and 
information in the unseen texts. 

 

In Section A, pupils respond to two literary 
prose texts: texts will be drawn from either 
the 20th or 21st centuries. 

 
In Section B, pupils write one piece of 

creative or expressive writing. 
 

This unit does not count towards the 
GCSE grade but forms a compulsory part 

of the programme of study. It focuses on  
 

 

the skills of Speaking and Listening and 
will be assessed through formal and 

informal means.  
 

There are two examinations which are 
each worth 50% of the final grade. 
 

In Section A, pupils compare one studied 
modern prose or drama text with a  

thematically linked extract from an  
unseen text. 

 
In Section B, pupils answer one question 
from a choice of two on a studied 19th 

century prose text. 
 

In Section A, pupils compare a studied  
poetry text taken from the OCR Anthology 

with a thematically linked unseen poem. 
 

In Section B, pupils respond to one 
question from a choice of two on a 
studied play by Shakespeare. 

English  
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Mathematics is a compulsory subject at 

GCSE. 

The GCSE course is made up of a set of 

assessment objectives set by the DfE and 

Ofqual. These are: 

Number 

Algebra 

Ratio, proportion and rates of change 

Geometry 

Probability and statistics 

Two levels of examination are offered: 
Foundation and Higher. There is a new 
grading scale 9-1. 

4 and above = C and above.  

Grades 1-5 
 

 
 

 

 

  

Grades 4-9 

 

All papers may assess any content domains 

and all assessment objectives with roughly 

the same proportions across all three papers. 

  

The specification is Pearson Edexcel Level 1/

Level 2 GCSE (9-1) in Mathematics (1MA1). 

More information including the full  

specification can be found at: 

 

   

   

   

   

Mathematics 
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The Science faculty is passionate about  
engaging pupils in creative and enjoyable 

lessons in which they leave school with a 
positivity about Science, equipped to  
develop their scientific curiosity. 

 
All pupils are encouraged to become  

independent learners, able to show 
reliance and resourcefulness to resolve 
problems. The most able scientists will 

leave with a high skill level not just in 
terms of academic knowledge, but also 

with the skills that universities and  
industry would expect of a scientist, such as 
logic, analytical skills and creativity. 

 
The Science faculty offer the AQA GCSE 

course in Years 9, 10 and 11. The Science 
course leads to either a combined science 

award (2 GCSEs) or triple science award  
(3 GCSEs). 
 

What are the main features and 
advantages of the AQA GCSE course? 

 
The course is terminally examined at the 
end of Year 11 and there are no modular  

exams or resits throughout the year. The 
combined science award covers the three 

Science disciplines with less content than the 
triple courses - each of these components 
cover a range of Biology, Chemistry and 

Physics; pupils will be awarded 2 combined 
Science GCSEs.  

 
The triple science award covers more 
content than the combined s c i e n c e ;  

p u p i l s  a r e  a w a r d e d  qualifications 
in the individual subjects.  

 
Performance in Y e a r  1 0  w i l l   
d e t e r m i n e  whether pupils are entered 

for the combined science award or triple  

science award. Up until this time, pupils 
complete the same curriculum regardless of 
set. 

 
The GCSE course is taught by specialist 
science teachers who use regular 

testing and a target setting approach  
 

with pupils so that they can identify 
strengths and areas for improvement in 

each topic covered. 
 
The AQA GCSE is very practically based 

and pupils get every chance to develop 
their experimental skills as well as  

assimilating scientific knowledge. Pupils 
will complete eight practicals for each of  
Biology, Chemistry and Physics, and 16 

for combined Science. They will be 
assessed on their practical skills in 

terminal exams with at least 15% of the 
marks coming from questions relating to 
practicals. Pupils are able to progress on to 

A Level sciences through both combined 
and triple awarded provided they meet the 

entrance criteria. 
 

Extra-curricular activities in Science 
 
In Year 9, pupils can apply to be part of the 

Science Ambassadors programme which 
aims to develop passion and leadership 

in Science. The programme includes a trip 
to London, workshops delivered in  
partnership with the Centre for Life, a  

Marine biology trip at the Dove  
L a b o r a t o r y  a n d  o t h e r  t r a i n i n g  

oppor tun i t ies  in  p repara t ion  fo r   
organising and leading Science activities 
with pupils in Years 3 and 4. Other  

extra -curricular opportunities include trips 
to Dove Marine Laboratory in Cullercoats 

and a trip to the chocolate factory in 
York.  

Science 
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In a world increasingly dominated by  

technology and the certainties of science 
A r t  and  Des ign  o f f e r s  pup i l s  the  

opportunity to explore their creative  
imagination in a variety of ways from 
drawing and painting to clay sculpture and 

textiles. 
 

Taking creative risks, experimenting, 
decision making, self-managing are all 
transferable skills relevant in a media-

driven world that welcomes the lateral and 
creative thinker. 

 

Exam Board 
 
Edexcel GCSE Level1/2 Art Craft and 

Design (1ADO). 
 
Course Structure 

The course consists of two distinct 
components: 

 
Component 1: Personal Portfolio (internally 

set) 60% of total mark. 
 
Component 2: Externally Set Assignment 

40% of total mark. 
 

Component 1: Personal Portfolio  
Pupils in Year 9 are introduced to the full 
range of media and techniques on offer in 

the department and all are encouraged to 
experiment with a wide range of media 

and explore a variety of approaches in all 
forms of painting using poster, acrylic and 
watercolour. The printmaking techniques of 

lino, etching mono and silk screen are  
explored and the world of sculptural form 

is researched using clay, mod roc plaster 
wire and card constructions. The many 
forms of drawing from blind and continuous 

drawing are explore together with wire 
drawing and the expressive possibilities of 

charcoal and pastels. 
 
Based on the common theme of the 

natural world pupils are encouraged to 
develop their personal involvement and 

crit ical thinking by integrat ing the 
techniques and processes of famous 

artists’ responses into their own work. 
Using an A3 sketchbook all pupils will be 
set the same common tasks with the 

freedom to develop ideas in a personal 
and creative way. In Year 10/11 pupils are 

encouraged to select and develop their 
own personal project theme in consultation 

with their teacher. 
 
A ser ies of set exerc ises inc luding 

abstraction, collage, layering, close-ups 
and analytical drawing, (which is a core 

skill and common to both components)  
enable pupils to explore their chosen 
theme in depth whilst ensuring that they 

have every opportunity to take risks and  
explore ideas expressively, independently 

and creatively. All pupils are provided with a 
quality A3 sketchbook which should last the 
two years. 

Art and Design 
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This is a theme set by the board each 
year and distributed to pupils in the Spring 

Term of Year 11 together with an A3 soft 
backed sketchbook. Over a period of  
approximately three months pupils 

d e v e l o p  t h e  t h e m e  i n  t h e  s a m e  
experimental way as they have in their 

coursework portfolio and bring their 
preparatory research work into an 
examination room and develop into a final 

piece of work over 10 hours spread over 
four sessions. This piece of work, together 

with the preparation, is marked internally  
using the same assessment objectives as 
for the personal portfolio but weighted at 

40% of the final mark. 
 

A key factor here is the time management 
of pupils to ensure all personal portfolio 
work is completed by the first Spring half-

term to allow for sufficient time to be 
devoted to the externally set assignment 

preparation. 
 

The final summative assessment of the 

personal portfolio and externally set  
assignment is carried out internally when 
an exhibition of all work is mounted by  

pupils in June of Year 11. This is then  

externally verified and moderated by a 

representative from the exam board. 
Throughout the course the formative  

assessment consists of a range of peer-, 
self- and teacher-assessments which are 

carried out routinely with pupils alongside 
a learning and progress log and  
self-evaluation entry at the end of  

every half term. Regular whole-school  
assessments are carried out throughout 

the course to track and monitor progress.. 

Art and Design Continued 
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The GCSE Business Studies course 
provides pupils with a dynamic and  
engaging introduction to the world of 

business. 
 

The course includes the issues faced by  
entrepreneurs when setting up a business 
for the first time, marketing a firm in  

order to succeed in a competitive market, 
how firms raise finance, the importance of 

developing their staff and how they 
organise the operational side of the 
business. 

 
An addition the new specification looks at 

how the world of business has become truly 
a global market place and the impact of the 
ever-changing economic climate on firms and 

their employees. It really is an exciting time 
to be studying business. 

 

The course expects pupils to develop their 

personal key competencies including  
investigative skills, the ability to work with 

o thers ,  conf idence  and  ab i l i t y  to  
communicate in a variety of situations, ICT 
and numeracy skills. Key exam skills  

including analysis and evaluation are an  
integral part of teaching Business Studies. 

 

We are following the OCR specification. 
Pupils will take two examinations at the end 

of Year 11. 
 
Paper 1: Business Activity, Marketing and 

People (50% of marks). 
 

Paper 2: Operat ions, F inance and 
Influence on Business (50% of marks). 

 

Within school A-Level Business and  

Economics courses are offered and are 
popular choices made by past GCSE  
pupils. A number of pupils, upon  

leaving Kings Priory School, go on to 
reading subject-related degrees at  

universities across the UK. Taking GCSE 
Business equips students for the world of 
work with a range of transferable skills 

that are needed in employment,  
regardless of the industry or sector. 

 

If you would like any further information 

regarding the GCSE Business Studies 
course, please feel free to speak to Mr 

Leightley, who will be more than happy to 
answer any questions you may have. 

Business Studies 
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GCSE Computing 
The course we currently offer is from AQA.  

This course has a real relevance in our  
modern world. Although many learners will 
have a wide experience of computers and  

related areas, GCSE computing will help  
develop essential skills in problem solving, 

analysis and critical thinking.  It has a more 
technical approach to using computers and 
will particularly suit pupils who enjoy maths, 

science and technology. 
 

Over the course you will cover the following:  
 
 Computational thinking: the process of 

thinking through a complex problem, 
taking the time to understand what the 

problem is and then develop potential 
solutions for evaluation. These are then 
presented in a way that a computer, a 

human, or both can understand.  
 

 Theoretical content: understand the 
fundamentals of data representation 

and computer networks. Learn about 
the computer systems that you will 
create and use and also delve in to the 

world of cyber security and ethical,  
legal and environmental impacts of  

digital technology.  
 
 Aspects of software development:  

understand how to implement and test 
a design to make sure it works  

effectively. Learn how to complete an 
overall evaluation to help refine the 
end product.  

 
ASSESSMENT 

 
There are two written exams which are 1 
hour 30 minutes each. Together they  

contribute 100% of the overall grade. The 
programming project assesses your ability 

to use the knowledge and skills gained 
through the course to solve a practical  
programming problem. You will follow a  

systematic approach to problem-solving and 
will be assessed over 20 hours of work. The 

programming project does not count  
towards the final grade. 
 

 

Paper 1:  
Computational  

thinking and problem 
solving (50% of GCSE) 
 

Computational thinking, 
problem solving, code 

tracing and applied computing as well as 
theoretical knowledge of computer  
science.  Topics include: 

 

1. Fundamentals of algorithms  

2. Programming  

3. Fundamentals of data representation  

4. Computer systems 
 
Paper 2: Written assessment (50% of 

GCSE) 
 

A traditional written examination which  
covers a range of theoretical and technical 
subjects including: 

 

5. Fundamentals of computer networks  

6. Fundamentals of cyber security  

7. Ethical, legal and environmental impacts 

of digital technology on wider society,  
including issues of privacy   

8. Aspects of software development  

9. Programming project  

 
Programming project 

 
The programming project develops a pupil's 
ability to use the knowledge and skills 

gained through the course to solve a  
problem. Pupils will be expected to follow a 

systematic approach to problem solving  
consistent with the skills described in  
Section 8 of the subject content. The skills 

developed can be applied to exam questions 
on computational thinking. 

 
Unit 3: — Programming Project (20% of 
GCSE)  
 

Computer Science 
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Can you imagine designing a chair that is 

sold in IKEA or the next bridge over the 
River Tyne? This course allows pupils the 
opportunity to solve real-life problems by 

designing and making products in a  
wide range of contexts. Pupils will gain 

awareness of wider influences including  
historical, social, cultural, environmental 
and economic factors. 

 
Resistant materials will develop a pupil’s 

capacity for imaginative and innovative 
thinking, creativity and independence 
which play a key role in everyday life . 

 

The final GCSE grade is awarded by AQA 
on the results of two elements: 

 

This element is approximately 30-35 hours 
of work and 100 marks. It is worth 50% of 

the total GCSE grade. 
 
This consists of 3 possible contextual  

challenges that pupils will be issued by the 
exam board. Pupils will choose one  

context and will design and manufacture  
a prototype product of their choice. A  
portfolio of work will be required 

alongside a quality prototype. 
 

 
2 hours in duration and 50% of the total 
grade. 

 
Pupils will be given questions based in three 

sections. Section A will focus on 
core technical principles and is worth 

20 marks. This wil l include a mixture 
of multiple choice and short answer 

questions. 
 

Section B will look at specialist  
technical principles and will be worth 
30 marks. This will include several 

short answer questions and one  
extended response. 

 
Section C is designing and making  
principles and is worth 50 marks. This will 

include a mixture of short answer and  
extended response questions. 

 
 

Throughout the course much of the 

learning will take place through practical-
based tasks. User needs and problems will be 

identified by pupils with research being 
undertaken, design solutions formulated 
and practical outcomes constructed and 

evaluated. 

Design Technology 
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Pupils will be given a range of design and 

make based projects where they will be 
given focused design briefs. 

 
This will allow pupils to experiment with 
creativity in their design work and develop 

practical skills through the use of tools and 
machinery while manufacturing each 

product. Pupils will develop both 2d and 3d 
computer-aided design skills. 
 

Pupils will also expand on their theoretic l 

knowledge across all design disciplines with 

a focus on wood, plastic and metal as well 
as study of the core principles of design. 
 

 

Pupils are set a topic by AQA in June 
of Year 10 which they explore and  

independently created their own  
relevant design brief and problem 
so l ve s  t h rough  r e se a r c h  and  

development before producing a 3D 
prototype of their solution. 

 
They will produce an extensive portfolio of 
coursework and use their practical skills to 

manufacture their prototype model within 
the workshop. 

 

The final summative assessment of the 
coursework portfo l io is  carr ied out 

internally in March, which is then externally 
verified and moderated by a representative 
from the exam board. 

 
Throughout the course the formative 

assessment will consist of a range of peer-, 
self- and teacher- assessments which are 
carried out with pupils on a regular basis. 

 
This will be accompanied by a learning 

journey with self-evaluation being carried 
out at the end of each project. 

Design Technology Continued 
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Why choose Geography? 
 

Geography helps you to make sense of 
the world around you. It is hands on, and it 
is relevant. Geography will give you the 

chance to get to grips with some of the 
big questions which affect our world and 

understand the social, economic and 
physical forces and processes which shape 
and change our world. 

 
Exam Board 

 
The final GCSE grade is awarded by AQA . 
 

Course Structure: 
 

Living with the physical environment 
Section A: The challenge of natural 
hazards 

 
Section B: The living world 

 
Section C: Physical landscapes in the UK  

 
How it is assessed: 
Written exam: 1 hour 30 minutes 

35% of GCSE 
 

 
Challenges in the human environment: 
Section A: Urban issues and challenges  

 
Section B: The changing economic world 

 
Section C: The challenge of resource  
management 

 
How it is assessed: 

Written exam: 1 hour 30 minutes 
35% of GCSE 
 

 
Geographical applications and skills  

Section A: Issue evaluation 
 
Section B: Fieldwork 

 
How it is assessed: 

Written exam: 1 hour 15 minutes 
30% of GCSE 
 

Skills that will be developed: 
Studying geography at GCSE allows pupils 

to develop skil ls which are seen as 
important transferrable life skills. 
 

These include communication skills, 
graph ica l  and cartograph ic  sk i l l s ,  

technological skills (ICT and Geographical 
Information Systems), problem solving 

skills and interpersonal skills through 
debate and discussion. 
 

Foreign visits 
Pupils following Geography at GCSE have 

the opportunity of taking part in our 
foreign excursions. 
Previous destinations have included Sicily 

and Naples, and most recently Iceland. 

Geography 
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The study of history at GCSE should  
i n s p i r e  p u p i l s  t o  d e e p e n  t h e i r  
understanding of the people, periods and 

events studied and enable them to think  
critically, weigh evidence, sift arguments, 

make informed decisions and develop  
perspective and judgement. This, in turn 
will prepare them for a role as informed, 

thoughtful and active cit izens. The  
discipline of history and a knowledge and  

understanding of the past will also help 
them to understand their own identity and  
significant aspects of the world in which 

they live, and provide them with the basis 
for further wider learning and study. 

Crime and punishment in Britain,  

c1000– present and Whitechapel,  
c1870-c1900:crime, policing and the inner 

city. Pupils will look at how key features in 
the development of crime and punishment 
were linked with the key features of society 

in Britain in the periods studied. 
 

They will develop an understanding of the 
nature and process of change. This will 
involve understanding patterns of change, 

trends and turning points, and the 
in f luence  o f  fac tors  inh ib i t ing  or  

encouraging change within periods and 
across the theme. 

 
The key factors are: attitudes in society; 

individuals and institutions (Church and 
g o v e r n m e n t ) ;  a n d  s c i e n c e  a n d  
technology. 

 

 
This depth study will allow pupils to study  

in-depth the reign of Elizabeth I which has  
often been referred to as a ‘golden age’  

 
They will look at her 45 year rule and the 
achievements she is most well-known for  

including the Spanish Armada and the  
development of literary culture. 

 
The study will also consider her less well 
known achievements such as the religious  

settlements and her manipulation of her 
public image to win the loyalty of the 

people. 

History 
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The American West, c.1835 – c.1895 

 
The initial focus of the study of the American 

West looks at the lives of the Plains Indians 
and their interactions with the first settlers 
in the West, both peaceful and  

confrontational. 
 

Pupils then move on to look at the  
development of the settlement in the West 
including the significance of the Civil War, 

the railroads and the cattle industry. 
 

Finally pupils consider the conflicts within 
the West including the Battle of Little  
Bighorn, the massacre at Wounded Knee 

and the destruction of the way of life of the 
Plains Indians. 

 

 

 
Paper 3: Modern depth study 

 
– 

The unit examines a period of enormous 

change in Germany. The impact of World 
War One, the Peace Settlement and the 

origins of the Weimar Republic are all 
covered. 
 

Pupils study the threats faced by Weimar 
democracy in its early years before 

assessing the origins and growth of the 
Nazi party in context. 
 

Hitler’s ascent to power is documented, 
along with the establishment of the Nazi 

dictatorship, repression and the police 
state. 
 

Pupils also learn about Nazi policies 
towards women, young people, workers 

and minorities before finally considering 
the impact of World War Two on Germany. 

 

 
 

Skills that will be developed 
Altogether, the units chosen constitute a 
wide-ranging survey of key events in the 

shaping of the modern world and provide 
an interesting range of approaches to the 

development of various historical skills. 
 
This will help to provide a solid foundation  

in the subject should the pupil wish to 
continue studying History at A-Level. 

History Continued 
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Creative iMedia 
 
The Cambridge Nationals in Creative iMedia 

will equip learners with a range of creative 
media skills and provide opportunities to 

develop, in context, desirable, transferable 
skills such as research, planning, and  
review, working with others and  

communicating creative concepts  
effectively. Through the use of these skills 

learners will ultimately be creating  
fit-for-purpose creative media products.  
 

The Cambridge Nationals in Creative iMedia 
will also challenge all learners, including 

high attaining learners, by introducing 
them to demanding material and  
techniques; encouraging independence and 

creativity and providing tasks that engage 
with the most taxing aspects of the  

National Curriculum.  
 
The ‘hands on’ approach that will be  

required for both teaching and learning has 
strong relevance to the way young people 

use the technology required in creative  
media. It will underpin a highly valid  
approach to the assessment of their skills 

as is borne out by what teachers tell us. 
The qualification design, including the 

range of units available, will allow learners 
the freedom to explore the areas of  

creative media that interest them as well as 
providing good opportunities to enhance 
learning in a range of curriculum areas. 

 
 

ASSESSMENT 
Most of the qualification is tested by 
coursework that is set and marked by your 

child’s teacher, (75% of the qualification). 
This will be done throughout the three-year 

course. So, if your child likes project work, 
enjoys research and doing practical things 
they may find a Creative iMedia to be a 

better option.  
 

Pupils must take one unit on pre-production 
skills, which involves a written exam that 
lasts one hour and 15 minutes and is set 

and marked externally.  This exam is  
traditionally sat in Year 10, with an  

opportunity, should it be necessary to re-sit 

in the examination in Year 11. 
 

The pupils will also study 3 coursework 
based units, which cover: 
 

 Digital Graphics 

 Website Design 

 Sound Recording and Editing 

 
In each of the units above pupils will  

produce a piece of digital work, based upon 
a client brief with specific requirements.  
Tasks have historically involved creating 

DVD covers for a new movie, creating a  
radio advert and building a website to  

promote local attractions. 

iMedia 
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Spanish 
 
In today’s world, speaking one language  

is not enough. Pupils who speak another 
language will increase their chances of 

finding a job, whether at home or abroad. 
 
Speaking and understanding another  

language enriches the mind and opens up 
new hor izons;  i t  he lps to  expand 

intercultural awareness and opens many 
career opportunities. Spanish is the fourth 
most commonly spoken language in the 

world. 
 

GCSE Spanish offers pupils a solid 
foundation for progression to A-level 
Spanish and further studies. 

 
The course provides the opportunity for 

pupils to develop valuable transferable 
skills such as communication skills, 
interpersonal ski l ls ,  intercu ltural  

competence, awareness of the function of 
language, the ability to learn other 

languages with re lat ive ease and 
improved language skills in one’s own 
mother tongue. 

 
 

AQA 

 

The course consists of three distinct 

themes: 
 

 Identity and culture 
 
 Local, national, international and global 

areas of interest 
 

 Current and future study and 
employment 

 

Pupils will discuss a range of everyday 
themes including their relationships with 

family and friends, technology in everyday 
life, free-time activities, social issues, 
travel and tourism and jobs, career 

choices and ambitions. 
 

They will be provided with a range of  

opportunities to understand and respond 
to  spoken  and  wr i t ten  language,  

communicate and interact in speech and 
communicate their ideas in writing. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Pupils will be expected to develop and use 

their knowledge and understanding of a 
wide range of grammar. 

 
 

The final summative assessment consists 
of four exams, each assessing one of the 

key skills of listening, speaking, reading 
and writing. Each paper counts towards 
25% of the GCSE. 

 
Throughout the course the formative  

assessment consists of a range of peer-, 
self- and teacher- assessments which are 
carried out routinely with pupils. 

 
Regular whole-school assessments are 

carried out throughout the course to track 
and monitor progress. 
 

 

Modern Foreign Languages 
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German 
 
In today’s world, speaking one language is 

not enough. Pupils who speak another  
language will increase their chances of 

finding a job, whether at home or abroad. 
Speaking and understanding another 
language enriches the mind and opens up 

new hor izons;  i t  he lps  to  expand 
intercultural awareness and opens many 

career opportunities. German is the most 
spoken language in the European Union, 
the tenth most spoken language in the 

world and one of the main languages used 
in business and international diplomacy. 

 
GCSE German offers pupils a sol id 
foundation for progression to A-level 

German and further studies. In an 
increasingly globalised world, a German 

degree g ives pup i ls  access to  the 
language, culture and marketplace of 
th ree  lead ing  European  na t ions :  

Switzerland, Austria, and Germany. The 
course provides the opportunity for pupils 

to develop valuable transferable skills 
s u c h  a s  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  s k i l l s ,  
in te rpersona l  sk i l l s ,  in te rcu l tura l  

competence, awareness of the function of 
language, the abil ity to learn other 

languages  w ith  re la t ive  ease  and 
improved language skills in one’s own 

mother tongue. 
 
 

AQA 

 

The course consists of three distinct 

themes: 
 Identity and culture 

 
 Local, national, international and global 

areas of interest 

 
 Current and future study and employ-

ment 
 
Pupils will discuss a range of everyday 

themes including their relationships with 

family and friends, technology in everyday 

life, free-time activities, social issues, 
travel and tourism and jobs, career 

choices and ambitions. 
 
 

They will be provided with a range of  

opportunities to understand and respond 
to  spoken  and  wr i t ten  language,  
communicate and interact in speech and 

communicate their ideas in writing. Pupils 
will be expected to develop and use their 

knowledge and understanding of a wide 
range of grammar. 
 

The final summative assessment consists 

of four exams, each assessing one of the 
key skills of listening, speaking, reading 
and writing. Each paper counts towards 

25% of the GCSE. Throughout the course 
the formative assessment consists of  

a r ange  o f  p e e r - ,  s e l f -  a n d  
t e a che r -  assessments which are 
carried out routinely with pupils. 

 
Regular whole-school assessments are 

carried out throughout the course to track 
and monitor progress. 
 

Modern Foreign Languages 
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In today’s world, speaking one language is 

not enough. Pupils who speak another  
language will increase their chances of 

finding a job, whether at home or abroad. 
 
Speaking and understanding another 

language enriches the mind and opens up 
new hor izons;  i t  he lps  to  expand 

intercultural awareness and opens many 
career opportunities. 
 

French is the second most widely learned 
foreign language after English, the ninth 

most widely spoken language in the world 
and the only language spoken on all five 
continents. 

 
GCSE French of fers  pup i ls  a  so l id 

foundation for progression to A-level 
French and further studies. 
 

The course provides the opportunity for 
pupils to develop valuable transferable 

skills such as communication skills, 
in te rpersona l  sk i l l s ,  in tercu l tura l  
competence, awareness of the function of 

language, the abil ity to learn other 
languages  w ith  re la t ive  ease  and 

improved language skills in one’s own 
mother tongue. 

 
 

AQA 
 

The course consists of three distinct 
themes: 

 Identity and culture 
 

 Local, national, international and global 
 
 Current and future study and  

employment. 
 

Pupils will discuss a range of everyday 
themes including their relationships with 
family and friends, technology in everyday 

life, free-time activities, social issues, 

travel and tourism and jobs, career 

choices and ambitions. 
 

They will be provided with a range of  
opportunities to understand and respond 

to  spoken  and  wr i t ten  language ,  
communicate and interact in speech and 

communicate their ideas in writing. 
 
Pupils will be expected to develop and use 

their knowledge and understanding of a 
wide range of grammar. 

 

The final summative assessment consists 

of four exams, each assessing one of the 
key skills of listening, speaking, reading 

and writing. Each paper counts towards 
25% of the GCSE. 

 
Throughout the course the formative  
assessment consists of a range of peer-, 

self- and teacher- assessments which are 
carried out routinely with pupils. 

 
Regular whole-school assessments are 
carried out throughout the course to track 

and monitor progress. 
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GCSE Religious Studies Philosophy 

and Ethics from Year 9 
 

At GCSE level, pupils study Religious 
Studies - Philosophy and Ethics. 

 
These subjects are taught and examined 
separately with no controlled assessment 

or coursework. 
 

Over the three years of study, pupils will 
focus on the following: 

 
 Beliefs, Teachings and Practices in 

Christianity and Islam. 

 
 Religion, philosophy and ethics in the 

modern wor ld  f rom a re l ig ious  
perspective from a Christian viewpoint. 

 

There are four themes to be studied: 
 Religion and Life 

 
 Relationships and families 
 

 Religion, peace and conflict 
 

 Religion, crime and punishment 
 
This element of the course will include 

topics such as relationships and families, 
religious teachings about the nature and 

purpose of families in the 21st century, 
sex, marriage, cohabitation and divorce. 
We will also explore religion, peace and 

conf l ic t;  v io lence,  war,  pac i f ism, 
terrorism, just war theory, holy war; the 

role of religion and belief in 21st century 
conflict and peace making. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Various teaching techniques are employed 
and an appropriate amount of multi-media 

resources are used to deliver interesting 
and relevant lessons. 
 

Pupils are encouraged to enter into debate 
to enhance their evaluation skills and  

well-cons idered personal op in ions 
are encouraged. 
 

A GCSE in Religious Studies - Philosophy 
and Ethics is regarded as a valuable 

qualification by employers and further  
educa t ion  ins t i tu t ions  due  to  i t s  
demanding content and skills. 

Philosophy and Ethics 
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GCSE Music helps pupils to develop their 
musical subject knowledge, theoretical  

understanding and performing skills, 
through listening to a variety of music, 
p lay ing and performing music  and 

composing their own music. 
 
GCSE Music offers a solid foundation for 

progression to other music studies, 
including A level Music, and often to a 
music-related career. The course also 

provides the opportunity for pupils to  
develop valuable transferable skills such as 
s e l f - c o n f i d e n c e ,  c o n c e n t r a t i o n ,  

creativity, evaluation and team work. 
 

At Kings Priory School we use the AQA 
Specif icat ion launched in September 
2016. 

 
The course is split into three components: 

 
 Component 1: Understanding music – 40% 
 Component 2: Performing music – 30%

Component 3: Composing Music – 30% 
 

-  

This comprises of a theory and listening  
paper and the study of set works. All 
pupils must study the Western Classical 

Tradition including the detailed study of 
Haydn Symphony 101 D major. 
 

Pupils then have the choice of studying two 
of the following set works: 
 Santana: Supernatural 

 The Beatles: Sgt Pepper’s Lonely 
Hearts Club Band 

 Copeland: Rodeo 

 
This component is divided into two 
sections made up of listening and essay 

questions with each section carrying 20% of 
the overall mark. 
 

-
This is a coursework component and 
requires pupils to perform a solo and  

ensemble program of at least four minutes in 
length. 
 

Performances are marked for: 
 Level of demand 
 Expression and interpretation 

 Accuracy 

Component 3: Composing Music - 30%  
Pup i l s  a r e  r equ i r ed  t o  w r i t e  two  

compositions: one is a free composition in any 
genre or style chosen by the pupils and 
one is in response to an AQA set brief. 

The combined compositions must be at least 
three minutes in length. 
 

Pupils are required to make creative use of: 
 Rhythm and Metre 
 Texture & Melody 

 Harmony & Tonality 
 Timbre & Dynamics 
 Structure & Form 

 
Pupi ls  are a lso required to keep a 
composition log which is used for evidence and 

is marked. 
 
Skills required 

To take music GCSE, pupils must play an  
instrument or sing and be confident of 

r e a c h i n g  a r o u n d  G  r  a  d  e  4  
-  5  b y  t h e  e n d  o f  Y e a r  1 1 .   
Pupils will need to read music in order to 

follow the set works, but this will also be 
taught as art of the course. 
 

Extra Opportunities 
Each year Senior Music Pupils benefit from  
numerous trips to live performance at  

prestigious local venues including The 
Sage, Gateshead and Newcastle Theatre 
Royal. 

 
We have a strong links with the North  
Tyneside music hub, enabling our pupils to 

take part in regional masterclasses and  
performance opportunities, including 
venues like the O2 Centre in Newcastle. 

 
Pupils are encouraged to perform within 
school at concerts, open mic nights and for 

CD recordings. 

Music 
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Sports Studies 

We feel that the course del ivers a 
stimulating content that is up-to-date and  

reflects contemporary issues and global 
issues in sport and physical activity. 
 

Pupils wil l receive a varied and full  
introduction to the world of PE, sport and 

sport science through the combination of 
physical performance and academic 
challenges. They will have the opportunity 

to show their expertise in individual and 
team sports which will count towards their 

final mark while also preparing and  
p e r f o r m i n g  a  pe r s on a l  e x e r c i s e  
programme. 

 
The more in depth course with a wider 

range of topics covered will help prepare 
the pupils for the more demanding A level 

course. 
 

Edexcel GCSE level1/2, Physical 
Education, 1PEO 

 

Written examination: 1 hour and 45 

minutes 36% of the qualification.  
90 marks. 
 

Content overview: 
 Topic 1: Applied anatomy and 

physiology 
 Topic 2: Movement analysis  
 Topic 3: Physical training 

 Topic 4: Use of data 
 

Assessment overview: 
The assessment consists of multiple-
choice, short-answer, and extended 

writing questions. 
 

Written examination: 1 hour and 15 
minutes 24% of the qualification.  

70 marks. 
 

Content overview: 
 Topic 1: Health, fitness and well-being 
 Topic 2: Sport psychology 

 Topic 3: Socio-cultural influences 
 Topic 4: Use of data 

 
Assessment overview: 
The assessment consists of multiple-

choice, short-answer, and extended 
writing questions. Pupils must answer all 

questions. Calculators can be used in the
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Sports Studies Continued 

Non-examined assessment: internally 
marked and externally moderated 30% of 

the qualification. 
105 marks (35 marks per activity).  
 

Content overview: 
 

 Skills during individual and team 
activities 

 General performance skills Assessment 

overview 
 

The assessment consists of pupils  
completing three physical activities from a 
set list. One must be a team activity.  One 

must be an individual activity. The final 
activity can be a free choice. 

 
Pupils wil l be assessed against set 

assessment criteria found in the Pearson 
Edexcel Level1/Level 2 GCSE (9-1) in 
Physical Education practical performance 

assessment criteria document on our 
website. Each activity can last up to 12 

hours. These will be assessed by the 
teacher and moderated by Pearson. 
 

 

Non-examined assessment: internally 
marked and externally moderated 10% of 

the qualification.  
20 marks. 

 
Content overview: 
 Aim and planning analysis 

 Carrying out and monitoring the PEP 
 Evaluation of the PEP 

 
Assessment overview: 
The assessment consists of pupils 

producing a Personal Exercise Programme 
(PEP), and will require pupils to analyse 

and evaluate their performance. 
 
These will be assessed by the teacher and 

moderated by Pearson. 
 

Sports to chose from for Pract ical 

performance: 
 

Team activities:   
Associat ion footbal l ,  Badminton,  
Basketball, Camogie, Cricket, Dance, 

Gaelic football, Handball, Hockey,  
Hurling, Lacrosse, Netball, Rowing, Rugby 

league, Rugby union, Squash, Table tennis, 
Tennis, Volleyball. 
 

Individual activities:  
Amateur boxing, Athletics, Badminton, 

Canoeing, Cycling, Dance, Diving, Golf, 
Gymnastics, Equestrian, Kayaking, Rock 
climbing, Rowing, Sculling, Skiing,  

Snowboarding, Squash, Swimming, Table 
tennis ,Tennis and Trampolining. 
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